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“[The economy’s] complexity and 
structure are becoming increasingly 
difficult to capture within the basic 
conceptual framework of the 
national accounts. When the 
statistical framework was first 
devised, the economy was one in 
which most businesses were 
engaged in the production of 
reasonably homogenous goods in a 
single country. The reality today is 
…many businesses operating across 
national borders and producing a 
range of heterogeneous goods & 
services that may be tailored to the 
tastes of individual consumers.”



NB total now 130,000 PB/month



Global Internet Traffic

https://blogs.cisco.com/sp/the-history-and-future-of-internet-traffic



Multiple challenges
• Classifications
• Production changes

– Supply chains
– Cloud computing

• Deflators
– Quality change
– Consumer behaviour

• Conceptual challenges



Production



Contract manufacturing

Coyle & Nguyen ESCoE DP2019-15



Sector distribution of contract manufacturing

Sector
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AWS has 21 product categories and 144 
different products

Microsoft Azure lists 399 products and 
Google 108

Prices vary by location & OS

Collecting all prices not feasible

Weights would help but not available

AWS S3 (storage) and EC2 (compute) 
most used products in 2017Source: AWS website, August 2018

Cloud computing: Multiple products, no weights



Trend similar to other instance types (small, x.large, ...) 
Google’s compute products look similar
Prices declined by 72% over 35 quarters

Nominal cloud service prices are declining…

Coyle & Nguyen 
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Quality-adjustment not relevant pre-2014, but from Q1-2014 adjusted prices fall more rapidly
Price index dropped by 83% over 35 quarters
11 pp faster than nominal prices (25 pp for Windows)

…Quality-adjusted prices declining faster



Data



Deflators



Real vs Nominal GDP 





Telecoms services prices

Abdirahman, Coyle, Heys & Stewart 2020





‘DIY’ digital production

Coyle 2019



Concepts



What is ‘productivity’?

Coyle 2020, in progress



Value of digital goods

Brynjolfsson, Collis  & Eggers, PNAS, 2019



What shall I buy 
today?

What shall I do 
today?

What is economic welfare?



Multiple challenges

• Data collection methods – need to change

• Data, intangibles – need to measure

• Structure of production – transformed

• Consumer behaviour – transformed

• What is the purpose of the statistics?


